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SEWING MACHINES
An Extremely High Quality
Single Needle Sewing Machine with
a Built-in DC Servo Motor with
Needle Positioning,
Under-bed Thread
Trimming, and a
Sealed Lubrication System.
The artisanu model 1988 MDZ is an
extremely high quality performance lockstitch
single needle sewing machine with a fully sealed
automatic lubrication system. The machine is
designed for stitching light to medium heavy
fabrics where a quality stitch formation is
of the utmost importance.
The new 1988 MDZ includes a Ho Hsing
model HVP 70 direct drive DC Mini Motor
System with under-bed thread trimming, an electric
presser foot lifter, a programmable stitch counter and pattern
selector controller.
We recommend the 1988 MDZ machine where high speed production
sewing
and a quality low tension stitch is of absolute necessity.
Additional features of the artisanu 1988 MDZ are a back tacking and reverse knuckle
switch, a thread wiper, a dial stitch length regulator with readable numbers and the
machine is almost totally vibration free at all speed ranges.
The artisanu model 1988 MDZ uses a Hirose rotating hook with a standard “L” size
bobbin. All of the fittings such as presser feet, needles, bobbins, bobbin cases, needle
plates and feed dogs are industry standard and interchangeable with readily available
replacement spare parts. Included with the complete artisanu package is our halogen lamp, and your choice of locking caster wheels.
iAUTOMATIC LUBRICATION WITH A SEALED PRESSURE OIL PUMP.
iSEWING SPEEDS UP TO 5,500 S.P.M.
iUSES PREWOUND PAPER OR NORMAL METAL BOBBINS.
iBACKTACKING WITH THE REVERSE LEVER OR ELECTRIC SWITCH.
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iELECTRIC PRESSER FOOT LIFT UP TO 13 MM, BY HAND 7 MM
iSTITCH LENGTH IS ADJUSTABLE BY DIAL REGULATOR
iQUIET AND RELIABLE PERFORMANCE.
iSTANDARD NEEDLE SIZES: 16 X 231

Your Local Professional Sewing Machine Dealer is:

